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Marcia W

My show and tell is a tribute to Sharon Lau's teaching. This baby quilt for a 
"scrappy" friend is the result of Sharon's scrappy quilt class. It was so much fun.



Lonna O

Foster Kids Quilts — Here are the 35 quilts made by the OWQ guild for the foster kids on the coast.  
The ladies in Families Services sent their thanks for this awesome gift for their kids. 

I placed each quilt and a pillow case in a light weight back pack and included Christmas candy and 
teddy bears provided by my Fort Bragg Soroptimist group. Our group really appreciates all the hard 
work of those who created these beautiful quilts and pillow cases. Thanks so much for working with us 
on this worthwhile project. 



Tracy S

Placemat set for my Uncle and Aunt who have cabbage dishes..

Learning square in a square.. 

Normally I'm not crazy about panels, 
but couldn't resist this one!



Linda W

“Raspberry Sherbet”  
46”x 60”  

This is a 2021 brown bag that I 
wasn’t able to get completed by 
the deadline.  I made one 
convergence and decided I could 
do better. Made a second 
convergence and decided I could 
do better. I repeated that cycle 
three more times and finally 
decided enough was enough.

“Holiday Cheer” 
 36”x 45” 

Many thanks to the generous 
Guild member who donated the 
twelve appliquéd blocks to the 
free table. I added the sashing 
and CindiJo highlighted it with 
snowflake quilting.



Tina P
I made this Floral Appliqué Quilt for my 
Husbands Aunt’s 100th Birthday. I was 
unaware when I made it that purple is her 
favorite color. She was very happy with it. 
The other cool part of this gift was that it 
inspired some of the ladies at the party to 
dust off their sewing machines. 

I made two table runners. The Patriotic 
one I gave to my daughter who was 
Born on the Fourth of July, and The Fall 
Harvest one I made for my piano. 



Tina P

This is one of my Brown Bag Entries. It’s called ‘Bring it On!' as it is written on the quilt. The swatches to 
the right are the fabrics I received which I used the two gingham fabrics for the background and the floral 
for her skirt and vest. What I found so fun and interesting is that I heavily quilted the green gingham fabric. 
It really changed the look and texture of the fabric. I used real flower head pins for the pincushion and I 
used a real paper bag for the brown bag that the dog (Lucky, because he has a lucky charm on his collar), 
is carrying. The binding depicts The Finish Line, LOL. Appliqué is one of my most favorite techniques and 
this little wall hanging was Sew Fun to make. Thanks for voting for it.

Brown Bag Entry —  Home Decor ★  Winner ★



Tina P

This was my second entry for the Brown Bag Challenge. It was in the same Category as my first entry so I was 
competing with myself!?!  I have to rethink that next time. Honestly, I just wanted to meet the challenge that 
was using 7 very difficult fabrics of small size proportions. It is called ‘That’s So Raven’ named after a show on 
the Disney channel that my daughters used to love watching. It’s a mischievous Raven, Stealing the Cat’s ball of 
yarn to use for his nest construction, under the light of the Full Moon. The quilt is primarily Paper Pieced and 
the Ball of Yarn is String Pieced. I did free motion quilting on the background and the Raven and I used some 
real wild binding to tie the whole thing together.

Brown Bag Entry —  Home Decor 



Brown Bag Entry 

Sharon L

"Miss Flora Enjoys an Evening 
in Her Enchanted Garden"

Christmas present for Huki 
Dogman Pillowcase



Daisy WBrown Bag Entries — Quilts ★  Winner ★

From brown bag number 1, I got these 2 quilts.  Wow!  the bag contained 1 yard of 2  coordinating 
fabrics with numbers!   

The double lattice quilt...Started as HST but I wasn’t liking it so, added fabric, made more HST, and 
dark purple sashing. 

The leftover fabric was used in the white rabbit appliqué quilt.  A friend suggested the white rabbit 
and I envisioned him running with the numbers flying off the clock.



Daisy W

From brown bag number 2, I made 
these 2 quilts.  Contained 9 fabrics. 

Bats and Boos is a free pattern from 
the Fat Quarter shop.  I did change 
the border to mirror the center star.  
The pumpkins include the challenge 
fabric. 

All Mixed Up is a a version of a 
disappearing 9 patch.  I added 10 
more fabrics plus sashing. 

Brown Bag Entries — Quilts



Brown Bag Entries 


